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                                                                          Research led by the CPI team and the insights we're sharing from our work in real time.
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                                                          Building on our previous research around shared power, legitimacy, and experimentation, we present an emerging vision for the future of government
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                                                          In November 2023, we hosted a series of two free webinars exploring how stories can be better embraced and listened to in government and public services.
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                                                                          Projects and research conducted with other government changemakers in our global network.
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                                                          We're partnering with local governments across the world to test new innovative approaches to climate action.
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                                                          We work to foster more equitable, collaborative, and learning-oriented systems to address the world’s complex development and humanitarian challenges.
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                                                          We support governments and public services in embracing storytelling in their work, helping them connect with communities, understand complex challenges, and evaluate impact.
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                            Google.org - AI Opportunity Fund
                                                          Partnering with Google.org on the AI Opportunity Fund, an AI skilling initiative designed to ensure the opportunities of AI are accessible to all.
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                            Storytelling for Systems Change: Listening to Understand
                                                          Working with Dusseldorp Forum and Hands Up Mallee to explore what it takes for government and philanthropy to listen to stories meaningfully.
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                            Earning Trust to Build Equitable and Healthy Societies
                                                          Addressing health disparities, increasing government legitimacy, and fostering community trust for equitable and healthier societies.
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                                                          We’re unearthing approaches to leadership that tackle the climate emergency.
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                                                          Working with Beeck Center, Knight Foundation, and Google.org to build data-driven solutions
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                                                          Our guide helps organisations that contribute to public service apply Human Learning Systems to their work.
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                                                          Use this glossary to learn the definitions of everything from 'changemaker' through to 'Failing Forward'.
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                        Our commitment to Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
                                                In reimagining government, we must commit to centering historically underrepresented communities voices in all of the work that we do.
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